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Ask questions…

Thu/Fri workshop overview
Thursday morning
Lecture on integrative modeling (Andrej Sali)
Lecture on a recent integrative modeling study (this talk)

Thursday afternoon
Guided tutorial introducing the IMP software and its use

Friday
More advanced topics (mix of lectures and guided tutorials)

Free time
Can continue with VMD/NAMD tutorials and/or look at IMP
tutorials on the workshop website

Nuclear Pore Complex (NPC)
Nuclear Pore Complex (NPC)
1. Structure
2. Evolution
3. Mechanism of transport
4. Mechanism of assembly
5. Interactions with other systems
6. Modulation and therapy
A large collaborative effort with Mike Rout and Brian
Chait at Rockefeller University, also involving many
other collaborators (Acknowledgments).

Consists of broadly conserved nucleoporins (nups).
50 MDa complex: ~480 proteins of 30 different types.
Mediates all known nuclear transport, via cognate
transport factors (karyoferins or kaps)

Final 2007 NPC model

FG nucleoporins

Sufficient to place each protein within the entire complex
Very coarse-grained
model;
no
atomic
information
Outer rings

Inner rings

Alber et al. Nature 450, 684-694, 2007
Alber et al. Nature 450, 695-702, 2007
with M. Rout & B. Chait
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Modeling Nup84 with IMP
The Nup84 complex has been well studied,
experimentally and computationally
However, an X-ray structure of the whole complex was
not available as of 2014 (only fragments, totaling about
50% of the sequence; their arrangement was only partly
known)
We’ll look at two studies here using the IMP software:
A medium resolution model using domain deletion mapping
and negative stain electron microscopy data (2012)
A higher resolution model using cross-linking data and the
same electron microscopy data (2014)

Similar approaches used, so we’ll summarize the 2012
study briefly then look at the 2014 study in detail
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Figure 4. Integrative structure determination of the Nup84 complex. First, structural data are generated by experiments and computational methods. Second, the system is represented by mostly atomic structures of the subunits, and the data are translated into spatial restraints. Third, an ensemble
of structures
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that satisfies the data is obtained by minimizing violations of the spatial restraints, starting from many different random configurations. Fourth, the ensemble
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How can we use input data in modeling?
As representation (e.g. rigid body X-ray structure)
In sampling (e.g. only propose system perturbations that
are consistent with the data)
as a constraint: ensure the data are consistent (e.g. SHAKE)

As a mathematical function that scores how closely our
model (representation) matches the input data:
restraint: sample configurations guided by the value of this
function
filter: build models (guided by some other function) then only
keep those that score well against the filter
restraint is preferred over filter (but slower)

As validation: don’t use the data at all, until after we’ve
selected the ‘best’ models
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Thus, the composite restraint is satisfied when the set of
domains is connected, without enforcing the order in
which they are connected (and this order can change
from step to step during a simulation).
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interactions; this demonstrates that the sum of our data has a
low level of ambiguity. Third, the ensemble is consistent with
the structural data not used to compute it. For example, it recapitulates the three heterodimeric interfaces determined by crystallography (Hsia et al., 2007; Brohawn et al., 2008; Debler
et al., 2008; Brohawn and Schwartz, 2009; Nagy et al., 2009),
albeit at a lower resolution (15 Å). Among the solutions in our
ensemble, a small number closely mimics the native interfaces,
with a C-A RMSD <5 Å relative to the native state (Fig. 6 A),
demonstrating that correct high-resolution solutions exist within
our ensemble. Where available, we also compared the localization maps for interfaces generated in our 1.5-nm precision

Figure 5. Density map for the Nup84 complex ensemble.
(A) Two views of the localization density map are shown
for the ensemble. The gray outer envelope represents the
density within which 90% of all Nup84 complex structures
in the final ensemble were localized, and the colored
inner envelope was thresholded by visual inspection (to a
volume containing 37% of ensemble density) to match
the volume of an individual structure (also see Video 1).
A few example structures that best fit the inner envelope
according to 3D cross-correlation score and have among
the lowest C-A RMSDs from the average structure comprised of the 9,479 final good-scoring solutions are
shown. (B) Two views of the density map, containing two
fitted ribbon structures from the ensemble.
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Figure 5. Density map for the Nup84 complex ensemble.
(A) Two views of the localization density map are shown
for the ensemble. The gray outer envelope represents the
density within which 90% of all Nup84 complex structures
in the final ensemble were localized, and the colored
inner envelope was thresholded by visual inspection (to a
volume containing 37% of ensemble density) to match
the volume of an individual structure (also see Video 1).
A few example structures that best fit the inner envelope
according to 3D cross-correlation score and have among
the lowest C-A RMSDs from the average structure comprised of the 9,479 final good-scoring solutions are
shown. (B) Two views of the density map, containing two
fitted ribbon structures from the ensemble.
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Discard models that place subunits in impossible regions, as
determined by the difference maps
Figure 5. Density map for the Nup84 complex ensemble.
(A) Two views of the localization density map are shown
for the ensemble. The gray outer envelope represents the
density within which 90% of all Nup84 complex structures
in the final ensemble were localized, and the colored
inner envelope was thresholded by visual inspection (to a
volume containing 37% of ensemble density) to match
the volume of an individual structure (also see Video 1).
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Dow

Basically, computational docking
Score pairs of proteins based on their shape
complementarity and penalize any overlaps
Helps to get correct orientation of subunits, which is not
strongly constrained by the other data

Dow
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Sampling (not covered here) leads to medium
resolution models
However, the combination of very low
resolution affinity purification data with
computational docking gives only approximate
domain-domain interfaces
Iteration: a clear need for more detailed
interaction data
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Modeling Nup84 with IMP (2014)

In this later study we’ve improved upon the
composite and bioinformatics information with
cross-linking data, keeping the same EM image
We’ll look at this study in detail
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Mass Spec

Peptide fragmentation and identification

Output, essentially, is a list of proximal residue pairs (again, after
processing)
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Cross-linkers are complementary
Since EDC and DSS act on different sidechains, they
yield complementary information
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3. Distance distribution of the cross-links and their mapping on the available crystal structures. A, we mapped the Euc
distances between the cross-linked residues onto several domains of the Nup84 complex proteins with available crystal structure
e C!–C! distance distributions of the cross-linked residues are shown for both DSS and EDC cross-links. All the measured
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the spectra:
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Scoring function for XL-MS
Simplest way to score a cross-link would be as an upper
bound harmonic on the interresidue distance:
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σ1
Residue 1

r’

σ2
Residue 2

We account for confidence in the cross-links themselves
with another parameter, ψ
The score is Bayesian and the σ and ψ parameters are
optimized to best fit the data
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Each cross-link subdataset (class) can be given a different ψ parameter
Cross-links identified multiple times are weighed proportionally
Score allows us to estimate the position uncertainties, as well as the noise in
the cross-link class (weight)

ks. We set ! to 5%. The joint likelihood function

Bayesian observed
scoringcross-links
function
for
of N XL independently
is the

XL-MS

or eachIdentification
data point. and
When
multiple residue
pairs of residue
compositional
ambiguity

pairs (n, n+1, …) are handled by means of a compound
vidual cross-link
observation,
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ambiguity
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taken
likelihood function:
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n
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For Nup84, we optimize a single σ for all residues and fix
ψ
(approximately
equal
to
the
fraction
of
false-positive
d as a product of the priors p(X) and p(! ) on the
cross-links) at 5% for all cross-links

rtainty ! , respectively. The prior p(X) includes the

equence connectivity restraints, the EM2D restraint,

e depends linearly on the distance between cross-
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Modeling Nup84 with IMP (2014)

Mol Cell Proteomics 13, 2927-2943, 2014

The same class average of the entire complex used in
the 2012 study was used here
The class averages of the truncated complexes were not
used as restraints, but as validation (later)
Data used via a similar restraint as in the 2012 study

Modeling Nup84 with IMP (2014)

Mol Cell Proteomics 13, 2927-2943, 2014

Nup84

1-6: flexible string of a bead (DISOPRED)
7-436: X-ray 3JRO_C, 3IKO_C (100% seq id)
429-488: Model 3F3F_G (10% seq id, HHpred)
489-505: flexible string of beads (DISOPRED)
506-726: Model 3CQC_A (18% seq id, HHpred)

Nup85

1-43: flexible string of beads (DISOPRED)
44-555: X-ray 3F3F_D, 3EWE_D (100% seq id)
Linker (flexible string of a bead)
532-655: Model 2QX5_B (18% seq id, HHpred)
532-743: Model 4LCT_A (14% seq id, HHpred)
744: flexible string of a bead (PSIPRED)

Nup120

1-712: X-ray 3F7F_A, 3HXR_A (100% seq id)
Linker (flexible string of a bead)
727-1037: Model 4FHN_B, 4FHN_D
(14% seq id, HHpred)

Nup133

1-55: flexible string of beads (DISOPRED)
56-480: Model VpNup133 (46% seq id, Muscle)
Linker (flexible string of a bead)
490-945: Model 3I4R (15% seq id, HHpred)
946-1157: X-ray 3KFO_A (100% seq id)

Nup145c

X-ray
structures

1-125: flexible string of beads (DISOPRED)
126-553: X-ray 3IKO_B, 3JRO_A, 3BG1_B,
3BGO_B (100% seq id)
554-712: flexible string of beads (PSIPRED)
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Since we know proteins cannot occupy the same
volume, we added a simple excluded volume restraint
Repulsive spring (soft sphere) between pairs of
particles
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506-726: Model 3CQC_A (18% seq id, HHpred)
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Unknown structure (or predicted disordered by
DISOPRED): represent up to 20 residues as a single
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Much improved ‘hub’ detail from 2012
Two possible positions of Seh1 are
supported by the data
May suggest flexibility in the complex
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Completeness of sampling
Recall that 20
independent runs
were carried out
Split in half and
compare results
Ensemble derived
from runs 1-10 is
very similar to that
from 11-20
Strongly suggests
that sampling is
complete
Supplemental Figure S6. Thoroughness of sampling good-scoring solutions

Agreement with input data
86.5% of DSS and
83.6% of EDC
cross-links satisfied
99% of solutions
satisfied excluded
volume and
sequence
connectivity
Solutions fit the EM
class average with
an average crosscorrelation
coefficient of 0.9

Agreement with data not used
in the modeling
Models are in good agreement with those from the 2012
study, and also closely match a 3D EM map that was not
used in the modeling

2012 IMP study

2014 IMP study

Negative stain 3D EM
(Kampmann et al. 2009)

Supplemental Figure S8. Assessment of the CX-MS integrative Nup84 complex
structure through comparison with previously determined structures using other

Dimer interfaces
X-ray structures include three crystallographic interfaces:
Nup145c–Sec13
Nup85–Seh1
Nup84–Nup145c

These were included as input data (by virtue of keeping
the X-ray structure regions as rigid bodies)
However, repeating the modeling with these dimers
broken up into monomers still yields the correct dimer
interfaces (with an accuracy of 4.0, 12.0 and 7.5 Å
respectively)
i.e. if the data were not used, the structures still end up being
consistent with the information
most likely enough cross-links span the dimer interfaces

solenoid- and b-propeller-containing proteins suggest that
these folds arose just before or around the time of the origin
of eukaryotes, then rapidly duplicated and diversified
(Cingolani et al. 1999; Smith et al. 1999; Andrade et al.
2001b). Both folds consist of repetitive structures, so the
functional constraints on an individual repeat are weak,
compared with the whole fold domain. It has been proposed
that the robustness of these folds with respect to changes in
found
in the NPC and coating related
their sequences permits their component repeats to individually lose their sequence similarity, eventually allowing the
proteins they comprise to drift into new functions (Malik et

Protocoatamer hypothesis

Similar protein folds are
complexes
Protocoatamer hypothesis: early eukaryotes developed simple
coating modules to fold their
membranes, developed into
complex structures in
modern eukaryotes
Some Nup84 subunits
(Seh1, Sec13) are also
found in other
coating related Devos et al.,PLoS
Biology 2, e380, 2004.
complexes
IMP-generated structure
supports this hypothesis (similar dimer
arrangements to coating complexes)

Figure 5. Proposed Model for the Evolution of Coated Vesicles and
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ALPS motifs

Integrative Modeling of Yeast Nup84 Complex by C

Believed that ArfGAP1 lipid
packing sensor (ALPS)
motifs help anchor protein to
membrane
Mapping ALPS motifs onto
Nup84 structure shows them
at the periphery
Consistent with prediction
that Nup120 and Nup133
contact the nuclear
membrane and stabilize the
curvature of the entire NPC

FIG. 7. The putative membrane-interacting ALPS motifs. On
putative ALPS motif in Nup133 (252–270) and two in Nup120 (135
152 and 197–216) are mapped on the Nup84 complex. All thre
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Quantitative reproduction
GitHub repository containing all files used in the Nup84
modeling (and their history):
https://github.com/integrativemodeling/nup84/
README file pointing to data, and describing how to
reproduce the modeling
Permissive license (CC BY-SA or LGPL)
Permanently archived via a DOI (a snapshot of the
GitHub repository; should outlive any single lab or
company, including GitHub itself): 10.5281/zenodo.46266
Periodically retested against newer software
A number of such systems collated at
https://integrativemodeling.org/systems/

Deposition
Coarse-grained models using non-X-ray data are not
supported by PDB
However, PDB’s next-generation file format, mmCIF,
does support these structures (via an Integrative/Hybrid
Modeling extension dictionary)
Nup84 and some other systems are already deposited as
mmCIF files at PDB-dev:
https://pdb-dev.rcsb.rutgers.edu/
Designed to allow “qualitative reproduction” (e.g. use
similar input data but a modified protocol)

Data stored in mmCIF
Input data (e.g. cross-links)
Our interpretation of the data (e.g. ambiguity,
segmentation)
Output models (cluster representatives)
Atomic information
Coarse-grained coordinates (beads)
Non-Cartesian data (e.g. Bayesian noise
parameters)
Ensemble info (number & size of clusters)
Other metadata (e.g. publications, software used;
as for regular atomic PDB structures)
Validation (how well do the models fit the data)
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mmCIF links out to data where available via standard
database IDs or DOIs
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Raw EM micrographs,
DOI 10.5281/zenodo.58025
(or EMPIAR ID)
Template structures,
PDB IDs

Protocol for quantitative reproduction,
DOI pointing to GitHub repository

Visualization
Any viewer that supports mmCIF can add support for the
Integrative/Hybrid Modeling dictionary
e.g. ChimeraX has basic support

Useful resources
IMP,
https://integrativemodeling.org/
Nup84,
https://salilab.org/nup84/
PDB-dev,
https://pdb-dev.rcsb.rutgers.edu/
Applications of IMP to varied biological systems,
https://integrativemodeling.org/systems/

